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Copenhagen FinTech is an association built on the vision of creating a
Danish growth adventure within FinTech. Copenhagen hosts a
diverse, collaborative and fast-growing fintech community built
around one of Europe’s leading fintech incubators and accelerators,
Copenhagen FinTech Lab. 200+ fintech startups in Denmark and 50
companies from more than 20 countries use the bustling atmosphere
of the Copenhagen FinTech Lab as the base for developing their
solutions.
We combine the visionary ideas of fintech entrepreneurs, the
experience of the established financial sector, the desire for societal
benefits of the public sector and the research from the universities
with the overarching purpose of building a thriving fintech ecosystem
for the benefit of all stakeholders.
Contact: Oliver Sjöstedt, os@copenhagenfintech.dk

Our delegation is a great collection of scaleups from the
Danish FinTech ecosystem, ready to explore opportunities across
borders. Our startups are looking for partnerships, investments and
new markets in the German FinTech ecosystem. This specific
delegation is aimed for partnerships with German financial
institutions. The delegation is part of our Global ScaleUp Program
which is done together with The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Denmark, Rebecca Homkes and DLA Piper.

PARTNERS

Noviscient
Noviscient is a technology- driven investment management company
from Singapore. The company gathers smaller hedgefunds (multi
strategy) and stratifies the funds to create high expected returns with
lower risk than what traditional hedgefunds can offer.

NewBanking
NewBanking is a company founded with the aim of providing a user
identity platform that will allow users to easily control and
administer their online identity, meanwhile making it easier and
cheaper for businesses and financial institutions to perform the
identity checks necessary in order to be fully compliant with the
regulatory requirements issued by the authorities.

Nordic API Gateway
The Nordic API Gateway is an easy plug-and-play
solution. A single API that connects its customers to all
the Nordic banks and provides accounts and
transactions data from real users.

Grandhood
Grandhood is the first company in the world to build a digital,
flexible and simple pension tailored for the needs of SMEs and
employees. It provides an easy and quick onboarding for
companies as well as an intuitive app for employees, who will
always have control and overview of their pension savings.

Subaio
Subaio enables retail banks to provide a new banking experience
to their customers by personalizing the digital banking experience
with a powerful finance management functionality, including
recurring payments and subscriptions cancellation.

Memento
Memento has launched a Fintech Engine - an end-to-end
developer toolbox for new fintech products and services.

InvestSuite
Investsuite (pronounced “sweet”) provides digital
investment products to financial institutions on a SaaS and
white-label basis, making them quicker and more
affordable to implement. Our flagship roboadvisor is a
modular product including a Mifid II-compliant onboarding
application and a best-in-class portfolio selection
framework that offers retail investors lower risk and
personal preferences such sustainable investments.

Crediwire
Crediwire helps companies, accountants, banks, and
developers make financial data more simple by providing a
platform that links financial services with real time credit
rating and benchmark data. By forming a reliable overview
of the financials of a company and allow management to
share it with the selected partners such as the bank, the
investor, the Board of Directors, or the accountant,
CrediWire reduces the time spent on reporting so that
management can use the time to create value in the
company instead.

Ernit
ERNIT enables financial institutions to empower children
with essential lifelong skills. The company does this in a
gamified pocket money app connected to a realtime bank
account in a full white label solution. ERNIT is already live
with a full bank integration in Denmark. Two other
launches are already planned with other bank partners
later this year.

Likvido
Likvido is a Danish debt collection start-up that has
digitalized billing, registration, bookkeeping and debt
collection so that all of this runs in sync and is fully
automated.

